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It was a case of mistaken identity that caused police to force their way into Alistair McPhail's home in

Edinburgh, Scotland. It took eight police officers four hours to gain entry into the house by drilling a

hole in the door and removing the lock. After police gained access to the home, they realized they

had mixed up the name of the individual they were really targeting with the name of one of the

McPhail's sons. They apologized for the mistake in a handwritten note left behind for the McPhail

family, but this offered little comfort to the family in that this was the second time their son had been

mistakenly targeted by police.

It's no fun to be accused of things that have no connection other than a name. This is perhaps not so

different from how community banks feel about their inclusion in regulations like the Dodd-Frank Act.

Here, community banks feel they have been tarred with the same brush as the financial behemoths

that led to the credit crisis. Community banks have faced real difficulties in their efforts to adhere to

the myriad of regulatory requirements and they have been costly enough to force numerous banks

into mergers in order to survive. There may now be hope for some easing of these regulations as they

apply to community banks, following a proposal for reform that seems to finally be resonating with

the Fed and the FDIC.

Regulators are becoming increasingly vocal about questioning the relevance these regulations to

community banks. They point to high cost for limited value and the waste of applying requirements

meant for the largest institutions and their business practices to smaller ones that don't even do such

business. It's not a complete surprise that the money and effort the big banks have thrown behind

their push for changes in the laws have focused primarily on their own interests. But a recent

proposal for reform put forward by FDIC Vice Chair Hoeing calls for regulatory relief for banks

classified as low-risk and whose activities did not cause the credit crisis. Specifically, Hoeing is calling

for lighter regulation for banks that don't hold trading assets or liabilities, banks whose derivative

positions are limited to interest rate swaps and foreign exchange derivatives and those with less than

$3B of derivatives exposure. There is reason to hope that the FDIC's proposal could have legs

because there has been similar sentiment expressed by the Fed.

In a recent speech to members of the ICBA, Fed Governor Tarullo said he was open to exploring ways

the Fed can alleviate some of the burden Dodd-Frank regulations have imposed on community banks.

Though Tarullo said he believes it is unlikely the Fed would exempt community banks from Basel III

requirements, he acknowledged that he personally believes there is a need to update the capital

requirements imposed on banks in order to bring such requirements more in line with the true risks

created by each individual institution's specific lending activities. Tarullo also said he believes it is

time for regulators to acknowledge the fact that the complexity of reporting requirements created by

regulations introduced since 2008 are extremely costly for community banks. This is not the first time

Tarullo has come out in favor of different treatment for community banks, but probably only changes

to the law can make a material difference. Nonetheless, it is heartening for community banks to know

they have allies at the Fed and FDIC.
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As for the issue of mistaken identity for the McPhail's, while Scotland's police force can't undo the

intrusion, banks can hope that the Fed and the FDIC can soften regulatory changes on community

banks. It at least feels like we are breaking into a new era where there is a real effort underway.

BANK NEWS

Biz Activity

The Kauffman Foundation reports business start ups climbed at the fastest YOY pace in 20Ys in 2014,

buoyed by older Americans. Workers aged 55 to 64Ys old made up 26% of new entrepreneurs vs. 15%

in 1996; those aged 20 to 34Ys were 25% vs. 34%; those aged 35 to 44Ys old were 23% vs. 27%.

Meanwhile, women-launched businesses fell to 37% of the total vs. 44% in 1996.

Cyber Risk

A survey by PR firm Makovsky finds 75% of consumers said they would switch to another financial

services provider if their financial or other personal information were stolen by cyber thieves.

Customer Behavior

A consumer study by Harris Poll finds 71% of American adults say having access to a broad retail

product offering is more important than the financial institution that provides them. Also of note, the

same survey found 66% of respondents said they would prefer to do business with community

financial institutions and 64% said smaller institutions provide better service than larger ones.

Despite this, 31% said they would be reluctant to switch from a large bank to a smaller one because

they did not think smaller institutions offered all the products they want. Perhaps it is time to get out

there, let your customers know what you have and toot your horn a bit more.

Savings

A poll by Visa finds only 25% of consumers said they planned to spend the money they saved as a

result of cheaper gas prices, while 50% said they planned to save it.

Small Biz

Census Bureau research finds employer firms with < 500 workers employed 49% of private sector

payrolls in 2011, firms with < 100 workers employed 35% and firms with < 20 workers employed

18%.
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